remains true that international migration takes place in a world that is still "organized into mutually exclusive and legally sovereign states that impose barriers to international mobility in general and to international migration in particular,"4) these barriers are being eroded and surmounted in ever more diverse ways. As King puts it, people and culture are becoming increasingly "deterritorialized." King's second point is that national culture, whatever that may involve, cannot be understood properly without also taking into consideration the "larger transnational frame" in which it operates. To illustrate his point, he points out that British culture today cannot be understood apart from its colonial history or its postcolonial counterparts (i.e. the history of the USA, India, Nigeria, South Afria, Australia, and Hong Kong, for instance).
Although King refers to postcolonial ism as an "ample illustration" of a transnational cultural theory that can correct the national bias in socio-cultural theory, it is arguably the inadequacy of postcolonial ism as a theory about global culture that has motivated a new generation of scholars to turn to China as a new focal point for cultural analysis. In Aihwa Ong's view, the main problem with postcolonialism as a theory of globalization is that postcolonial ism is by in large a bipolar study of the domination of the non-west by the west in the beginning epochs of global capital, and as such is in many respects simply outdated.
Building on the "particular experiences of colonialism in India as the model for understanding contemporary relations of domination, subjugation, and subjectivization," postcolonial ism centers on "relations of domination, subjugation, and subjectivization" III powerful ways.
When extended into an encompassing "metropolitan theory of thirdworld subalternity," however, it "tends to collapse all non-Western countries (except Japan, of course) into the same model of analysis."5)
The significance of China-based theories of globality lies, in Ong's view, in that they foreground the important fact that we are now living "in a world where capitalism is no longer entered in the West but distributed across a number of global arenas" where the old core-periphery economic model simply no longer holds true. 6) China is where the postcolonial paradigm fails: "China in particular cannot fit into conventional notions about postcolonial societies because it was never fully colonized, nor as a major socialist state does it engage the global economy in quite the same way as smaller developing countries."7) Chinese transnational migration does not fit the general pattern of "diverse labor supplies flowing toward an advanced capitalist formation. "8) And the Chinese diasporic subject fails to conform to the American model of the diasporic subject who, like the postcolonial subject, tends to be seen as "oppressed," "constitutionally opposed to capitalism and state power," and therefore potentially a model ethical subject. 9 ) On this latter leap of faith Ong is especially critical.
The challenge, then, is to come up with cultural theories of globalization that take into account the specific cultural forms and meanings of Chinese transnational migration that can interrogate the 
II. The New Chinese Diasporas
Laurence Ma writes that "Historic international migration was characterized by permanent, unidirectional, and onetime movement of people from one country to another often under economic, religious, or political duress at the places of origin,"IO) but that modem Chinese migration fails to conform to this model of migration in significant ways.
The traditional migrants of the old Chinese diaspora were usually laborers or traders, mostly originating from five regions in Orina, who traveled via Hong Kong either to Southeast Asia or to the Americas. I I) Most of these migrants left China due to economic distress, with the intention of returning home. Those who stayed in their new abodes tended to live in segregated communities, often "Chinatowns," in which they replicated old 10) Laurence J. C. Ma, "Space, Place, and Transnationalism in the Chinese Diaspora," The discourse on the Chinese diaspora needs to be understood in its own specific field of associations, which includes discourses on the Pacific, Greater China, Confucianism, Asian values, etc., the appearance of which coincided temporally with the appearance of diaspora discourse.
The cumulative effect of these di scourses has been a 're-sinicization,' at least at the ideological level, of diverse Chinese populations, by emphasizing the common ' Chineseness' of these populations, and the global power that might be theirs if they are united around this common ' Chineseness.' 18) Anderson's point was that the seeming supra-national "ideological program of multiculturalism" has had the paradoxical effect of ethnicizing politics and of creating "transnational ethnicity" that can fuel long-distance participation in national politics that is "radically unaccountable."19) Here, Dirlik notes that diaspora discourse, too, with its overemphasis on "ethnicity and culture," can actually serve as a mystification of existing, including national, hegemonies by "privatizing" cultural identity rather than politicizing it. image of Chinese migrants as "migrant workers, boat people," "money handlers, trading minorities, and middle-men,"3?) and proving that, more than ever before, "cultural difference racial hierarchy, and citizenship" can be actively manipulated by those who have the "material and symbolic resources" to select their sites of political and economic abode,38) For this class of capitalist migrants, citizenship is a paper affair, subject to constant revision, abundantly and essentially "flexible."
Ong thus uses the term "flexible citizenship" "to refer especially to the strategies and effects of mobile managers, technocrats, and professionals seeking to both circumvent and benefit from different nation-state regimes by selecting different sites for investments, work, and family relocation. "39)
What is especially striking about Ong's theory is the extent to which flexible citizenship bypasses and subverts traditional west-east, core-periphery, modernity-tradition binaries in cultural theory.40) Unlike the subaltern Indian who is the symbolic figure for postcolonial cultural theory, the transnational Chinese is a figure of a mobile (post) modernity or post-postcoloniality, a figure of pragmatic adaptation rather than resistance, one who is attached neither to west nor west in with strict pass and zoning laws. Nonetheless, the peranakans responded less enthusiastically to the calls to resinification than the totoks and earned their resentment. 49 )
In her experience growing up as a peranakan with multiple allegiances to Indonesian, Dutch, and Chinese culture, Ang writes, "Chineseness . .
. was an imposed identity" and one that she very much wanted to "get rid of."50) It was, however, an identity that followed her from Indonesia to the Netherlands when her family emigrated there in the 1960s, and one that persisted during the two decades of her "Dutchification. Transnationalism, Cosmopolitanism, Diaspora: How China Is Changing U.S. Cultural Theory Eun Kyung Min (Seoul National University)
As America becomes less "multicultural" and more "diasporic," its connection to the lands of former migrants becomes both more significant and fraught. The Chinese diaspora in America is a strong case in point. This paper attempts to show that the recent rise of three concepts of globality-namely, transnational ism, cosmopolitanism and diaspora-is intimately tied to the effort of diasporic Chinese intellectuals to theorize a "Chineseness" that is distinct from the Chinese nation state. The paper reviews the cultural theory of Aihwa Ong, len Ang and Pheng Cheah, three critics whose work is arguably changing the contours of U.S. cultural theory. Aihwa Ong's analysis of a new class of Chinese migrants offers a strong challenge to metropolitan theories of postcoloniality as well as coreperiphery models of economic development. Ong characterizes the transnational practices of this group of overseas Chinese as resistant to national, statesponsored culture, deeply strategic and pragmatic, aggressively capitalistic, disciplinary and patriarchal in familial practice, and flexible in choice of political citizenship. If Ong attends to a Chinese transnational ism that is politically and culturally ambiguous, Ang and Cheah are more interested in theorizing Chinese forms of "minor transnational ism" that are resistant to the centralizing ambitions of the Chinese diaspora and attuned to interventionist politics. Both Ang and Cheah adopt a cautionary attitude toward celebratory models of Chinese transnationalism and diaspora. What is certain is that the new Chinese diasporas of our moment complicate the traditional associations of diaspora with forced exile, while also retaining a distance from the celebratory notion of diaspora as sheer diversity and multiplicity.
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